 Designed by ~ Maria Cole

Graphic 45® Supplies:
1 pk Fruit & Flora 12 x 12 Collection Pack (4502000)
1 pk Fruit & Flora Chipboard (4502002)
1 pk Fruit & Flora Die-Cut Assortment (4502005)
1 ea ATC Rectangle Tag & Pocket Album—Black (4502023)

Additional Supplies: (not included)
12” Coordinating ribbon—Tan recommended

Tools, Adhesives & Ink:
Paper trimmer, scissors, ruler, scoring board, bone folder, double-sided tape, ½” circle punch, foam adhesive

Notes:
• All measurements are width x height, unless specified.
• You can distress the paper edges with ink, which is optional.
• When cutting papers, be mindful of the pattern direction.

Directions:

1. Take Life is Sweet paper, B-side up, and cut one 3 ¼” x 12” piece. Cut this piece into two 3 ¼” x 6” pieces. Next, cut one 3½” x 12” piece. Cut this piece into two 3⅓” x 4½” pieces. Take leftover 5¼” x 12” paper and cut one 5” x 7” piece. Cut this piece into four 2½” x 3¾” ATC-sized pieces.

2. Find Botanical Beauties paper and cut three 12” x 3” strips. Cut each strip into three 3½” x 3” pieces and keep eight of these pieces.

3. Locate Fruit & Flora paper, B-side up, and cut three 12” x 1¾” strips. Cut each strip into three 3½” x 1¾” pieces from these strips. Keep eight pieces.
4. Take Fragrant Blossoms paper, B-side up, and cut two 3¼” x 12” strips. Cut each strip into two 3¼” x 5¼” pieces. Then, cut two 2½” x 12” strips. Trim each strip so you get two 2½” x 4½” pieces. You will have four pieces for each size.

5. Score 1” horizontally from the bottom of each 3¼” x 5¼” Fragrant Blossom paper. Fold up to create a pocket and adhere the left and right sides so that an ATC tag can fit inside.

6. Take 2½” x 4½” Fragrant Blossoms pieces, floral side up, and use a circle punch to punch a half circle on the middle right sides.

7. ATC Tag 1: Remove the four tags from the album. Take one out and attach the long sticker quote.

8. ATC Tag 2: Locate fancy frame, oval, and banner die cuts and adhere.

9. ATC Tag 3: Find large butterfly and oval die cuts per photo and adhere.

10. ATC Tag 4: Attach purple script border and green oval apple stickers.

11. Inside front cover and Page 1 front: Adhere 3¼” x 4½” Life is Sweet paper, floral side up. Adhere Fragrant Blossoms pocket and purple rose die cut. Insert Tag 1.
12. Page 1 back and Pocket 1 front: Leave Page 1 back blank. Adhere one 3½” x 3” Botanical Beauties and one 3¼” x 1¼” Fruit & Flora pieces. Then adhere “Bloom with grace” chipboard and insert one 2½” x 3½” Life is Sweet ATC.

13. Pocket 1 back and Page 2 front: Adhere one 3½” x 3” Botanical Beauties and one 3¼” x 1¼” Fruit & Flora pieces. Adhere purple banner die cut.

14. Page 2 back and Page 3 front: Take one 2½” x 4¼” Fragrant Blossoms piece and adhere just the left, top, and bottom sides. Insert “Fruitful harvest” die cut. Adhere Fragrant Blossoms pocket and purple butterfly die cut. Insert Tag 2.

15. Page 3 back and Pocket 2 front: Repeat step 12 using chipboard in photo and “Friendship is a slow ripening fruit” quote die cut.


17. Page 4 back and Page 5 front: Repeat step 14 using one Life is Sweet ATC, purple rose die cut, and Tag 3.

18. Page 5 back and Pocket 3 front: Repeat step 12 using lemon chipboard and Life is Sweet ATC.

19. Pocket 3 back and Page 6 front: Repeat step 13 using green banner die cut.
20. Page 6 back and Page 7 front: Repeat step 14 using “Live in each season as it passes” die cut quote and Tag 4.


22. Pocket 4 back and Page 8 front: Repeat step 13 using “An apple a day” sticker.

23. Page 8 back and inside back cover: Adhere last Fragrant Blossom and Life is Sweet pieces. Insert Life is Sweet ATC.

24. Back cover: Adhere one 3½” x 5” Life is Sweet paper so that it’s flush to the left side. Locate floral and “One is wise” sticker borders and cut off 6” long pieces and attach per photo.

25. Front cover: Repeat step 24, only you will adhere paper so that it’s flush to the right side. Attach 5” long borders and red photo corner stickers, then attach “The apple doesn’t fall far from the tree” die cut with foam adhesive. Tie a bow with the ribbon and adhere to cover. Adhere small purple chipboard onto ribbon.

26. Locate the die cut banner on the left side of the photo. Trim each side so that it looks like the die cut image on the right side of the photo, which will go inside the label holder.

27. Place some wet adhesive in label holder and insert banner.
3. Locate the leftover 12” x 7½” piece and trim to 10½” x 7½”. Cut in half vertically so you have two 5¼” x 7½” pieces. Then, cut these in half horizontally so you have a total of four 5¼” x 3¾” pieces.

4. Adhere 5¾” x 4¼” floral paper under the front inside cover of the matchbox.

Directions:

1. Take Abundant Harvest paper, floral side up, and cut one 12” x 4½” piece from the bottom of the sheet.

2. With this piece, trim 3¾” off the left side and 3” off the right. The middle piece will measure 5¾” x 4½” and contain imagery of the grapes, cantaloupe, and the butterfly. Trim the leftover smaller pieces into two 2½” x 4¼” pieces.

Graphic 45® Supplies:

- 1 pk Fruit & Flora 12 x 12 Collection Pack (4502000)
- Abundant Harvest (1 sheet) (4501994)
- 1 pk Fruit & Flora Chipboard (4502002)
- 1 pk Fruit & Flora Die-Cut Assortment (4502005)
- 1 ea ATC Matchbook Box—Black (4502024)

Additional Supplies: (not included)

- 12” Coordinating ribbon—Tan recommended

Tools, Adhesives & Ink:

- Paper trimmer, scissors, ruler, scoring board, bone folder, wet & dry adhesive

Notes:

- All measurements are width x height, unless specified.
- You can distress the paper edges with ink, which is optional.
5. Adhere 2⅜” x 4¼” pieces to the left and right sides of the box. Adhere “Savor each day” quote die cut to the center of the box as shown.

6. Locate the largest chipboard piece and remove inside “Savor each day” piece. Adhere over the middle center of the front of the box. Tie a bow with ribbon and adhere to upper left corner. Adhere “Life is sweet” and small apple chipboard pieces onto ribbon.

7. Attach stickers just above the top of your 6¼” x 3¾” papers per photo. Ensure they are no higher than ¼” off your papers so that they can fit inside the box. These are your recipe cards.

8. Turn recipe cards over and attach corresponding stickers.

9. Insert cards into the box then have fun adding your favorite recipes!